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Case: 52502 Enrollment Planning: Rollback on Review/Edit Course Plans

A silent error occurred when the 'Rollback Unapproved Course Changes' button was checked from the Review/Edit Course Plans
page.  This caused the page to just look like it was "spinning" and never returning results. This issue has been resolved.

Case: 52928 Add Ceremony detail information to Convocation, Degrees Earned report

You can adjust whether new columns and/or filters are enabled via the Administration tab of the report.

Case: 53006 College Description - Increased field length

BANNER increased fieldsize of COLLEGE_DESC to 100 from 30.

RESOLUTION:
This has been changed in FASTSTU to 200 accordingly.

Case: 53034 Enrollment Forecasting: Unique Rule Priority

The rule priority used when creating a forecast scenario must be unique for each row.  This case updated the error message
displayed when a duplicate rule priority number is used to be more descriptive.

Case: 53035 Enrollment Planning:  Error creating Forecast

Datatype issue (VARCHAR2 to CLOB)  was encountered when evaluating institutional definitions within the forecast rules.  Issue
has been resolved.

Case: 53054 Course Summary and Enrollment Summary reports: Add contact hours

You can adjust whether new columns and/or filters are enabled via the Administration tab of the report.

Case: 53113 Registration: List of Students updates

Admit and Student Cohort columns added to report and filter options.  You can adjust whether new columns and/or filters are
enabled via the Administration tab of the report.

Case: 53124 Enrollment Planning:  Allow to submit for approval even if no changes exist

Previously, course plan records were only available to be submitted for approval if a change had occurred to the record.  The
ability has been added to submit for approval course plan records regardless of whether or not a change has occurred to the
course information.

Case: 53152 Increase Zip Code field sizes

BANNER increased ZIP field size to 30 from 20.

RESOLUTION:
This has been changed in FASTSTU to 60 accordingly.

Case: 53283 Enrollment Planning:  Room Type Display issue

In cases where a course had more than one meet record associated with it and a room type requirements was added, it caused
all meet records to display that they had room type requirements even if only one record was actually updated.

This issue has been resolved.
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Case: 53328 Add Registration Priority and Times to Student Info warehouse table

New columns that contain the registration begin and end dates and times based on the registration priority code have been
added to the SYNSTUDENT_INFO warehouse object.
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Global Changes That Affect All Applications

Case: 52113 Institutional Definitions: Handle 'Blank' comparison code

An error was encountered when setting institutional definition rules to 'BLANK' or 'NOT BLANK'.  This issue has been resolved.

Case: 52538 Menu Access by Role: show who granted access

Added "Granted By" and "Date Granted" columns to the Menu Access by Role report.

Case: 52618 Add hyperlinks information dialog when a hyperlink can't be displayed

Added a "Hyperlink Info" button and dialog to reports that will display details about if/why some hyperlinks could not be
generated. For example if the report is aggregated, or a related column that a hyperlink relies on is turned off, the dialog will
explain why hyperlinks were disabled and why.

Case: 52652 Advanced Options, Concatenation - Can't view results

Tooltips are now automatically added to columns that use the Concatenate group function via the Advanced Options tab.

Case: 52882 Add Refresh icon to report top banner thingy

Added refresh icon to report results section.

Case: 52948 Form Generator - Group Footer/Header

Added the ability to create Group Header and Footer sections in Form Generator.

Case: 52999 Add "Count(Distinct)" group function to Advanced Options

Added the ability to count distinct results when aggregating data via the Advanced Options tab either using a Group Function or
when performing a Cross Tab.

Case: 53015 Form Generator - Vertical Line

Added the ability to use vertical lines in Form Generator.

Case: 53145 Table Builder - import from Excel

Fixed a bug with Drag and Drop functionality when creating a new Oracle table via the Table Builder screen and the import from
Excel option.

Case: 53177 Default value for "Enable Dynamic Selections" in wizard

On the Select Page Options step of the Report Builder wizard, changed the wording of "Enable Dynamic Selections" to be
"Enable Creation/Management of Dynamic Selections" and changed the default state of the checkbox to selected (checked).
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